FEATURES & BENEFITS

400A 600V MALE CAM TYPE PLUG BK

⚠️ WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including DEHP, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Thermoplastic elastomer housing for outstanding impact and chemical resistance, as well as an exceptional seal for maintaining NEMA Type 3R and 4 integrity. Non-conductive retaining screw helps to insure no contact with live parts, along with providing stability to the fully assembled product. Heavy-duty brass male and female contacts provide a superior and consistent means of conductivity. Heavy-duty hex set screws allow greater termination torque. Copper wire provides quality strain relief. Copper shim bundles wire strands to reduce "splaying."

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Color: Black
Type: In line connectors male

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
CSA Listing Info: cCSAus
CSA Standard: Yes
UL Listing No: UL
UL Standard: Yes
UN SPSC: 39121403

DIMENSIONS
Length (US): 6.875"
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SPECIFICATIONS
SERIES 16 IN-LINE CONNECTORS
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BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant